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Introduction: Several asteroid taxonomies based
on spectroscopy have been developed over the years [13], most recently culminating in the Bus-DeMeo
(BDM) method [4,5]. But the current automated classification [6] is still challenging to use and is overdue for
an update that can leverage advancements in data analysis and machine learning (ML) and include the wealth
of newly acquired asteroid data. This project seeks to
create a new principled classifier with quantified accuracy to replace BDM.
Data: This project uses 1,623 meteorite spectra and
694 asteroid spectra. Meteorite spectra were obtained
from archives and unreleased data from the Keck/
NASA Reflectance Experiment Laboratory (RELAB) at
Brown University [7]. Asteroid spectra were obtained
primarily from the SMASS and MITHNEOS surveys
[5,8] with additional data from PDS, Polishook et al.
[9], and HARTSS [10].
Methods: Bus-DeMeo classes for the first approach
were determined for all 694 asteroid spectra using either
the supplied labels from MIT or the online tool [11].
The second approach, based on meteorite classification
[12], uses laboratory data from 27 different classes including three combinations (CV-CK, EH-EL, and IAB,
IIAB, and IVB as irons). That meteorite model was then
applied to the unlabeled asteroid spectra. Data were analyzed with an in-house tool written in Python utilizing
the SciKit-learn library [13]. Two types of classification
algorithms were tested: Logistic regression (LR) and
Gaussian Kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14].
Results: BDM classes were successfully reproduced using both LR (75.1% accurate) and SVM
(77.7%). The best meteorite classification model used a
SVM with the C and g parameters equaling 106 and
0.0001, respectively, after AirPLS baseline removal
was applied. This gave a validation score (accuracy) of
63.8%. Another model was trained on the RELAB meteorite data without the lunar and martian meteorites,
with an accuracy of 64.6%. These accuracies are likely
underestimates due to false negatives for close matches.
Asteroid data were then predicted using this model
to assign a meteorite label to each asteroid. Results for
V-type asteroids are shown in Figure 1. These were expected to be howardites, eucrites, and diogenites, and
indeed those meteorite classes constitute 89% of the objects. Another model verification was the prediction for
(4) Vesta from the Dawn mission; the algorithm correctly predicted it to be a howardite. These promising
results give confidence to the ML model, even in such
a preliminary study utilizing only basic ML approaches.

Because they are based on meteorite data, these models
will ultimately provide a view of mineralogy distribution among asteroids in the Solar System.
Currently the biggest limitation on accuracy is under-representation of individual meteorite classes. ML
algorithms struggle when training data are too limited
because there is a larger chance that certain spectral
characteristics may be missed. Work has begun to collect spectral data from recently acquired meteorites, so
this drawback should rapidly be mitigated.
Future Work: These preliminary results show that
ML approaches show tremendous promise for this pur-

Figure 1. Percentages of V-type asteroids assigned to meteorite groups using SVM and the AirPLS baseline removal.

pose. Ultimately, results should enable direct mineralogical linkages between meteorites and their parent
bodies, and provide an understanding of the distribution
and abundances of objects with varying compositions
throughout our solar system.
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